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this textbook is for second-year graduate
students in mathematics and statistics, as

well as for others who are pursuing an
advanced graduate degree in

mathematics. it is divided into three
parts: 1) methods for solving differential
equations, 2) differential equations and

their applications, and 3) numerical
methods for solving differential

equations. the first part begins with a
discussion of linear and non-linear

differential equations and includes topics
such as fourier series, differentiation, and

ordinary and partial differential
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equations. the natural place for an
informal acquaintance with such ideas is

a leisurely introductory course on
differential equations. specially designed

for just such a course,differential
equations with applications and historical
notestakes great pleasure in the journey
into the world of differential equations

and their wide range of applications. the
authora highly respected

educatoradvocates a careful approach,
using explicit explanation to ensure

students fully comprehend the subject
matter. download pdf for free: differential
equations with applications and historical
notes third edition by george f. simmons.
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this is an attractive introductory work on
differential equations, with extensive
information in addition to what can be
covered in a two-semester course. the
order of the topics examined is slightly
unusual in that laplacians are covered

after fourier transforms and power series.
the chapter on power series contains a
section on hypergeometric equations,

which could well be the first time that an
introductory book on the subject goes

that far. the book has plenty of exercises
at the end of each section, and also at the

end of each chapter. the solutions to
some of these are included at the end of
the book. most chapters contain a few

appendixes that are several pages long.
their subject is either related to the life

and work of an exceptional
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mathematician (such as newton, euler, or
gauss) or pertains to an area of

mathematics in which the theory of
differential equations can be applied. the
historical appendixes put the material in
context, and explain which parts of the

material were the most difficult to
discover. the writing is pleasant and

reader-friendly throughout. this work is an
essential acquisition for all math libraries;

no competing works have put the
material in such a deep historical context.
an algorithm is described for solving the
partial differential equations governing

inviscid, incompressible, irrotational and
axisymmetric flow in order to obtain duct
wall shapes from prescribed wall velocity

distributions. equations of motion are
formulated with distances from and along

the axis of symmetry as dependent
variables. a velocity potential and stokes

stream function are employed as
independent variables. a numerical
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method based on the iterative solution of
finite-difference equations on a non-

uniform mesh is presented. the residuals
obtained from calculations with differing

mesh sizes, for the two examples
described, indicate that the proposed

method gives satisfactory solutions to the
specified design problem. 5ec8ef588b
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